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Abstract
To considered the problem of discovering of interesting association rule among item sets
in data base. Algorithms for mining association rule are practical methods to find interesting
rules implied in large database. Proposed an innovative approach, beyond minimum support
and minimum confidence framework, some extra measures consider for rule improvement is
user interestingness constraint. It use three user defined constraint minimum support,
minimum confidence, and interesting item and in addition makes use of k- nonempty subset
generation methodology of the item which are user interest. Proposed algorithm
fundamentally different from the identified algorithms, a number of algorithm is developed
for association rule mining, the identified algorithms go through as of number of scanning of
data base, and generate the candidate item set , unnecessary or uninteresting rule . The
current method applies the user interesting constraint to generate only interesting association
rule in data base. Proposed approach not just reduces the number of scanning of data base
but also generated frequent itemset, and mine interesting association rule. Experimental
result shows that the number of uninteresting rules can be reduced successfully and the
validity of rules which mined are better.
Keywords: Association rule, Frequent item, Interesting item, Minimum support, Minimum
confidence

1. Introduction
Frequent item set mining lead to the finding of association rule among item in large
datasets. With enormous amount of data endlessly being together and stored, many industries
are becoming interesting in mining such pattern from their data base. How to efficiently
analyze these data and extract patterns representing knowledge implicitly stored in data
source becomes more and more important. Even though, simple statistical techniques and
machine learning for data analysis re developed long ago. Data mining is a new age group of
information processing technology which is the process of extracting previously unknown
and useful information from a large data sources. It has been extensively applied to a wide
variety of applications like sales analysis, healthcare, manufacturing, financial analysis etc.
A number of studies have been proposed on efficient data mining methods and its relevant
applications. The methods of data mining can extract interesting (nontrivial, implied,
previously unknown and potentially useful) patterns or knowledge from huge amount of data
In general, the data mining research targets on extracting approximate knowledge/patterns by
only scanning the data stream once so that the mining results can be obtained as quickly as
possible. The traditional concept of association rule mining will lose some information in
generating association rules therefore some approach is developed [4]. In this the current
research the problem of finding frequent item and mining of association rule in data base is
discussed
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2. Problem Statements
There are lots of data mining methods, out of this association rules finding might be the
most promising one. It was introduced by R. Agrawal, et al., [8-9]. The problem can be stated
as follows. Let I={x1, x2, x3……….xm} be a set of items and T be a set of transactions, and
each transaction T contain a set of items such that T I, the Table 1 is shown.
Table 1. Data Base

A unique identifier is associated with each transaction called it TID. Here, transaction T
contains A, a set of some items in I, if A T. An association rule is an implication of the form
C => B, where C subset of I, B I, and C ∩B = φ.
An association rule is expressed as:
C=>B
Where C and B are sets of items. The implication of such a rule is that transactions of the
data base which hold C tend to hold B. An illustration of an association rule is “45% of
transactions that hold C also hold B, 5% of all transactions hold both C and B”. Here, 45% is
called the confidence of the rule, and 5% is the support of the rule.
Mining of association rule can be done in two steps:
First, find all the combination of items or item set whose support is greater than a user
specified minimum support. Identify these combinations frequent item set.
Second, use the generated frequent item set in first step to create the desired rules. In
general the idea is that, if ABC is frequent item set, then easily it can determine whether the
rule AB=>C holds by computing the ratio
r = support (ABC)/support (AB)
The rule holds only if r >= minimum confidence
Where

(2)

minimum support (C=>B): s=P (C, B)

And minimum confidence (C=>B): c=P (B/C)
The most fundamental algorithm i.e. APRIORI for finding the association rule is focus on
finding the association rules among all items in the database that satisfy user specified
minimum confidence and minimum support. To minimize the number of frequent item sets
and scanning of database some algorithm [3] are also proposed, such as SETM, PARTITION,
FUP, FUFIA etc. But to generate frequent item the first sub step is still used. Many problems
observe in finding association rule by standard algorithm. In practice, user is often concerned
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in finding association rules have only some specified items rather than all items. The call for
to change the minimum confidence and support to obtain rule according to user specified
constrain. So here a novel approach proposed to make several consecutive queries with
different interested items, minimum confidence and support for potential rules. After the rules
set is generated, user have to identify the interesting rules from the large rules include many
uninteresting rule.
Using the existing association rule mining algorithms will have the following drawbacks:
First, many irrelevant or uninteresting rules will be generated. For example, data base to
mining association rules in a transactional data as shown as in Table I. While using Apriori
[8] to mine association rules, some rules such as {B, C} => {E} in the results. In this case, a
lot of association rules for all item sets in only partial of which are really interested based on
user preference Table I data Base
Second to generate the candidate frequent item sets, the whole database to be scanned
more than a few times. It’s very inefficient in allowing for the big overhead of reading the
large database even though only partial items are of user interest. In practice, the weight of
different item and transaction of record is different and it’s not necessary to scan all item and
transaction several times.
Consider the above mention drawbacks, the current approach present a new association
rule mining algorithm that can discover the interesting frequent item and interesting
association rules involving specified items.

3. Interestingness Constraints
In this section, a new approach proposes to solve the problem defined in Section 1.
Database contains many transactions with many item, a few of them are interesting to user
and also may change time to time based on the requirement.
Hence, the proposed approach use the interesting constraint to estimate whether an
association rule is interesting or not, the estimation expression is
I (r) = f (IA(r), s(r), c(r))

(3)

In this expression, s(r) is the minimum support of association rule r, c(r) is the minimum
confidence.
I

(4)

When a generated rule satisfies s(r), c(r) and IA(r), it’s IA = 1, therefore it can be
considered as an interesting rule. Otherwise it will be discarded.

4. Algorithm with Interestingness Constraint
Based on user interestingness constraint an interesting association rule mining (IARM)
algorithm with constraint on item is designed for generation of frequent item, closed,
maximal and mining interesting association rule. In this algorithm user specify the interesting
items and minimum support for frequent item set generation and minimum confidence to
generate the association rule. The algorithm is shown in Fig1.
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Algorithm
Input: transactional database D, the set of interesting item K, minimum confidence c,
minimum support s
Output: the set of rules satisfy user constraint.
1. Find unique item id in D
2. Generate subset (non empty) from unique item set
3. For each sub set do
4.
If subset ^ interesting item ≠Ø then
5.
(Insert the subset in intermediate data structure with number of item
available
in
subset)
6.
End if
7. for each transaction do
8.
If interesting ^ item ids in Trans.! =Ø then
9.
for each subset in intermediate DB do
10.
If No of item in subset >No of item in transaction and If interesting t.
constrains ^ item ids in Trans. ≠ Ø Then
11.
Increase the count of subset by one
12.
End
13. End
14. Set the flag=’F’ for all the subset which is having count Min. Support.
15. for each set L having flag=’F’ do
16.
for each subset α of set do
17.
If support count (L) / support count (α) c then
18
generate a rule as α => (L-α),s,c
19. Insert the new rule into result
Figure 1. IARM Algorithm

5. Illustration
Consider for example, a sample database given in Table I. Use the next mask to generate
the subset of unique item in intermediate data structure, if, the set of n elements, a valid mask
would be an array of n Boolean (true/false; 1/0) elements. When apply a mask to a set, check
each element (e) in the set and the corresponding one in the mask (m): if m is true (1), add e
to the result, otherwise, ignore it. After applying the mask (0, 1, 0, 0, 1) to {A, B, C, D, E},
{B,
E}
is
the
generated
subset.
In
the
same
way
S(I)={A},{B},{C},{D},{E},{AB},{AC},{AD},{AE},{BC},{BD},{BE},{CD},{CE},{DE}
,{A,B,C}{A,B,D},{A,B,E},{A,C,D},{A,C,D},{A,D,E},{B,C,D},{B,D,E},{C,D,E},{A,
B,C,D},
{A,B,C,E},{A,B,D,E},{A,C,D,E},{B,C,D,E}, {A, B, C, D, E}
All the subset S (I) is generate.
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Now suppose in worst case all are interesting item. Then S1 (I) are obtained by using the
following procedure
Subset ^ interesting item ≠Ø then the result will be

S1(I)={{A},{B},{C},{D},{E},{AB},{AC},{AD},{AE},{BC},{BD},{BE},{CD},{CE},{
DE},
{A,B,C},{A,B,D},{A,B,E},{A,C,D},{A,C,D},{A,D,E},{B,C,D},{B,D,E},{C,D,E},{A,B,
C,D},
{A,B,C,E},{A,B,D,E},{A,C,D,E},{B,C,D,E},{A, B, C, D, E}
Now to check for frequent item minimum support is 50%,
Number of transaction contain the items
Support=

Number of transaction

Generated frequent item set L is shown in the table II and stored this in some intermediate
datastruter.
Table 2. Generated Frequent Item

Expression to calculate the minimum confidence value.
For every subset α of frequent item L if
(5)
Then, Insert the rule α → L in the result.
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If minimum confidence is 80%. Then the generated rule is
{A}→{C}
{B} → {E}
{E} → {B}
{B, C}→ {E}
{C, E} → {B}

6. Performance Evaluations
The performance of association rule generation in the terms of time and the number rule
generated by varying the minimum support, interesting item and minimum confidence is
evaluated and resultant graph is shown below.
Taking the minimum support on X-axis and time (millisecond) on Y-axis, by varying the
value of minimum support, the resultant graph is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Performance Evaluation of Time Consumption
Hence it can conclude by increasing the value of minimum support time taken is reduced.
Tacking the Minimum support on X-axis and number of rule on Y-axis, by varying the
Minimum support the number of rule generated is given by graph is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Number of Rule
Taking the constant value of minimum support and minimum confidence and varying the
value of interesting item, the resultant graph is show in Figure 3 As indicate by the graph the
number of rule generated by varying the interesting item is varying from 32 to 47 which is a
significant difference in small data base hence if the algorithm is applied to large database
with user interest the number of rule generated will be strong and less in number as compare
to other algorithm.
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Figure 3. Performance Evaluation of Number of Rule and Time with varying
Interesting Item
Number of transaction verses time (millisecond) taken, with increases the number of
transaction the time taken is approximately linearly increases. Resultant graph is shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 4. Performance Evaluation of Time (millisecond) With Varying Number
of Transaction

7. Conclusion
In this work an algorithm for interesting association rule has been developed in data
mining .Interesting, constraints is introduced because many uninteresting rule will generate
and that is May not according to the user interest therefore to generate only those rule that
satisfy user specification.
In comparison to other Association rule generation algorithm (Apriori) interesting
constraints have the following benefits:


Less and strong Association rule: Due to user specified interesting item to
generate both frequent item set and association rule it generate only those rule
and frequent item set that contain this user specified item set and the number of
association rule are less as compare to Apriori algorithm.



Less number of scanning of data base: The known Algorithm, by Apriori, the
scanning of transactional data base is more because each time to generate next
higher set of item it has to scan the whole data base.



No lexicographical order: In the other known Algorithm the order of item id
should be in lexicographical but in this algorithm item can be in any order.
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